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What is data visualisation? 

• Data visualisation is the graphical display of 
quantitative or qualitative information to 
create insights by highlighting patterns, 
trends, variations and anomalies.  



What can data visualisation do 
for you? 



Data visualisation can help you... 

 
 
Explore your data 
 
Explain your results 



Exploring data 



Explaining data 

 



Types of visualisations 



Maps 

A sample of publication printing locations 1534-1831 (excluding London) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For each: what types of data optimised is this optimised for? What are the strengths, weaknesses of this visualisation?This interactive map shows some of the places that printed publications that are listed in the British Library’s Bibliographic dataset - but if you look carefully you’ll probably notice it doesn’t include London – trying to work with messy data so reduced size of dataset - also to allow smaller numbers to be visible in comparison...



Timelines 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.emoto2012.org/ - timeline example that also shows sentiment analysis, represented in vertical spatial arrangement and colour. Showing both overview and detail by pulling out tweets that apparently represented particular moments.For each: what types of data optimised is this optimised for? What are the strengths, weaknesses of this visualisation?A timeline is a graphical or textual display of events in chronological order [Kumar et al., 1998] and is the most used technique for interacting with time-linear visual information. It also allows the user to explore relationships among historical events. [Silva and Catarci, 2000]There are other Olympics twitter sentiment timelines, see also https://secure.flickr.com/photos/robhawkes/7661511816/



N-grams 

http://books.google.com/ngrams/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m interested in the history of science, so here I’ve plotted phlogiston against electricity to get a sense of when each was being discussed in books. ‘displays a graph showing how those phrases have occurred in a corpus of books…over the selected years.’For each: what types of data optimised is this optimised for? What are the strengths, weaknesses of this visualisation? Plotting word frequencies. Better with longer phrases?http://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=phlogiston%2Celectricity&year_start=1650&year_end=1850&corpus=15&smoothing=3&share= AKA http://bit.ly/W7cWD0http://bookworm.culturomics.org/#?%7B%22time_limits%22%3A%5B1700%2C1921%5D%2C%22smoothingSpan%22%3A0%2C%22search_limits%22%3A%5B%7B%22word%22%3A%5B%22electricity%22%5D%2C%22lc0%22%3A%5B%22Q%22%5D%2C%22aLanguage%22%3A%5B%22eng%22%5D%2C%22gender%22%3A%5B%222%22%5D%7D%2C%7B%22word%22%3A%5B%22electricity%22%5D%2C%22lc0%22%3A%5B%22Q%22%5D%2C%22aLanguage%22%3A%5B%22eng%22%5D%2C%22gender%22%3A%5B%221%22%5D%7D%5D%7D AKA http://bit.ly/XMjW6Yhttp://bookworm.culturomics.org/OL.html



Visualising images and video 

 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/5883371358/  
‘Mondrian vs. Rothko’, Lev Manovich, 2010. images preparation: Xiaoda Wang  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://lab.softwarestudies.com/2012/11/imageplot-11-visualization-software.html  See also http://www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/sets/72157622525012841/with/4348595116/ for another takeData:128 paintings by Piet Mondrian (1905 - 1917).�151 paintings by Mark Rothko (1944 - 1957). ----------------------------�Mapping:X-axis: brightness mean�Y-axis: saturation meanThe two image plots are placed side by side so they share the Y-axis‘This visualization demonstrates how image plots can be used to compare multiple data sets. In this case, the goal is to compare similar number of paintings by Piet Mondrian and Mark Rothko (produced over comparable time periods of 13 years) along particular visual dimensions. We have selected particular periods in the career of each artist which are structurally similar. In the beginning of a period each artist was imitating his predecessors and contemporaries. By the end period each developed his mature style for which he became famous. In between, each gradually moved moved from figurative representation to pure abstraction.The left image plot shows 128 paintings by Mondrian; the right shows 151 paintings by Rothko. The paintings are organized according to their brightness mean (X-axis) and saturation mean (Y-axis). These measurements were obtained with digital image processing software.Projecting sets of paintings of these two artists into the same coordinate space reveals their comparative "footprints" - the parts of the space of visual possibilities they explored. We can see the relative distributions of their works - the more dense and the more sparse areas, the presence or absence of clusters, the outliers, etc.‘



Exploring words 

http://www.jasondavies.com/wordtree/ 



Interactive visualisations 



Learning through discussion and practical exercises 

http://www.americanpast.org/emancipation/  



Best (and worst) practices in visualisations 

Source: https://twitter.com/altonncf/status/293392615225823232 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correlation does not equal causation! Be careful about creating false patterns



About the presenter 

 
 
 
Mia Ridge, Open University 
 
Check out previous classes at: 
http://bit.ly/UJwgEz 
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